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Psalm 119:44, Extraordinary Diligence; Psalm 119:45, Review Doctrine of Walking: Execution of the Spiritual Life

25-	Thus, an immigrant can come from any background but in order to become an American he must agree to be amalgamated into our culture.
26-	Otherwise, we arrive at a diversity of cultures which means that all Americans are not Americans.
27-	In essence, the Torah was the establishment and spiritual code which developed the culture of Israel.
28-	Only by teaching its culture to each generation could Israel hope to survive as a Client Nation.
29-	This is what motivated Moses to open his commencement address with the Sh’mah  in:
Deuteronomy 6:5 -	You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength.
v 6 -	And these words, which I am commanding you today, shall be on your heart;
v 7 -	and you shall teach them diligently to your sons and shall talk of them when you sit in your house and when you walk by the way and when you lie down and when you rise up.
30-	In order to be a good citizen of Israel every individual must strive to inculcate the teachings of the Torah.  Our writer stresses his intent to inculcate and facilitate the Law by the use of two words:
1)	Shâmar:		To exercise great care over; to do carefully or diligently; careful attention to the obligations of the Law; to watch, guard, keep, observe.
	We saw this word in our exegesis of:
Joshua 1:7a -	Only be confident and courageous.  Perform extraordinary diligence [ shâmar ] according to all the Law which Moses My servant commanded you.

	2)	Tamid:	This word is used in passages which concern the daily execution of the burnt offerings.  The idea is consistency of behavior regarding the rituals of Israel.  The idea here is the consistency of Bible study thus the facilitation of wheel-tracks concerning the Law.
Psalm 119:44 -	[CTL] Through extraordinary diligence I will consistently observe the Law.
v 45 -		[NAS] And I will walk at liberty, for I seek Your precepts.
1-	The synonym for doctrine in this verse is the Hebrew word piqqudim /pik-KOOD-im /  translated “precepts.”  However there are a couple of words in the introductory clause which need to be observed first.
2-	The first is the word translated “walk,” whose implications we have examined in both the Old and New Testaments.
3-	In the New Testament the Greek word is peripatšw /peripateo / which when used figuratively signifies character traits and behavior patterns in one’s spiritual life or moral conduct.
1-	The Old Testament equivalent is halakh which is used to illustrate one’s life as a journey, a way, or a pilgrimage.
5-	The success of such a journey depends upon one’s willingness to follow the guidance and leadership of the Word of God.
6-	Thus halakh came to refer to conformity to norms and standards, or loyalty to an authority figure, and finally to make decisions based on the instructions issued by that authority.
7-	No journey, or “walk,” can be undertaken without some idea of the ultimate objective.
8-	Successful and safe arrival at the destination is contingent upon the daily execution of a travel plan issued by someone who knows how to get there.


1-	Consequently, halakh also takes on the concept of execution of a plan.
10-	Whether the believer executes the divine plan, or some other human-viewpoint scheme, depends upon to whose leadership he submits—God’s or his own.
11-	We receive verbal instruction in Bible class and the Bible records the doctrines in permanent printed form which we may continually consult.
12-	Eventually you will know doctrines well enough that you will have them as facilitated wheel-tracks in your soul and brain.
13-	Review keeps the information fresh, adds subtle nuances, and tweaks certain concepts so that the information not only remains fresh but is being constantly updated and facilitated.
14-	Thus we can see that a journey includes more than a starting point or a destination.  It also includes the process and procedure for getting from point A to point B.
15-	That process and procedure is also included in the verb halakh which recognizes there must be a path between the two.
16-	That path between the two, as far as the Christian way of life is concerned, is taken up under the metaphorical meaning of the word.
17-	The verb halakh came to take on this metaphorical meaning which described the various paths a person will take in life dependent upon his belief system.
18-	Throughout the Old Testament the journey called human life is described as a way, a path, or a wheel-track and the Hebrew word often used to convey this idea is the noun derek.
19-	It is in association with this concept that halakh takes on its metaphorical meaning.
20-	No matter what the ultimate objective might be, these words imply that it can only be attained by following certain courses or going certain ways.

21-	The link between derek: “wheel-track,” and halakh: “walk,” is evident throughout the Pentateuch:
Exodus 18:20 -	“… teach them the statutes and the laws and make known to them the way  [derek ] in which they are to walk halakh …”
22-	Remember that derek refers to a path worn by constant walking.  Metaphorically, it refers to action and behavior that is classified in Scripture as righteous or wicked.
Psalm 1:6 -	The Lord approves the way [derek ] of the righteous but the way [derek ] of the wicked will perish.
23-	Remember, halakh refers to how one lives, behaves, or acts.  The Jews are constantly warned by God to avoid the lifestyle of the heathen, such as the Egyptians and the Canaanites.
Leviticus 18:3 -	“You shall not do what is done in the land of Egypt where you lived, nor are you to do what is done in the land of Canaan where I am bringing you; you shall not walk [ halakh: cultivate the character traits, practice the behavior patterns, or develop the lifestyle ] in their statutes.
22-	The verb halakh also describes the righteousness of God in such phrases as “walking with God” and “walking in the ways of the Lord.”
25-	The key to walking with God is bound up in the mental attitude of gratitude which Micah makes clear in:
Micah 6:8 -	What does the Lord require of you?  Do justice, love loyalty, and walk humbly with your God.


